PRODUCT / SERVICE TERMS

These Product/Service Terms apply to certain products that you access through our platform(s), website(s) or are otherwise identified in your order form, statement of work or other ordering document (collectively “order form”) and supplement the Clarivate Terms which apply to all of our products. If you have ordered or are accessing a product that is not listed below, then these Product/Service Terms not apply to your order. “We”, “our” and “Clarivate” means the Clarivate entity identified in the order form; “you” and “your” means the Client entity identified in the order form. Any other terms not defined in these Product/Service terms have the meaning given to them in the Clarivate Terms.

Analytics Data Hub

1. Dataset & Toolkit license. During the term we will entitle you for access to the data set out on your order form ("dataset") in accordance at all times with the Clarivate Terms. For your internal, non-commercial use only, you may use the analytics tools we make available to you (each a "Toolkit") to (i) perform numerical or statistical analyses on the dataset; and (ii) where such functionality exists within a Toolkit, to develop code to analyze and extract patterns from the dataset.

2. Restrictions and limitations. Users may share limited extracts of results and analytics derived through the Toolkits as incidental samples or for illustrative or demonstration purposes in reports or other documentation created in the ordinary course of their role. While you will be able to use the Toolkits to run analytic queries on the dataset, direct extraction of any data from the dataset is prohibited. You must not circumvent any security protections to or otherwise attempt to access the dataset, including through use of the Toolkits. Any models, algorithms or other programming created within the Toolkits must remain in the Toolkits and will be deleted by you or us at termination.

3. Your Content. You may be able to upload your content to the hosted platform made available by us in order to analyze your content with our data, however this functionality is for your convenience only. The hosted platform should not be used as a storage environment and any of your content that you upload is at your own risk. You represent and warrant that your content which you upload to the platform will not (a) be unrelated to the product; (b) violate anyone’s copyright, trademark or other proprietary right; (c) contain a virus or any other harmful components; or (d) give rise to any liability or violates any applicable local, state, federal or international law or regulation. CLARIVATE DISCLAIMS ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROTECTING, SECURING OR BACKING UP YOUR CONTENT. You must indemnify and hold harmless us, our affiliates and third-party providers against any claim arising in connection to your content which you upload your content to the hosted platform made available by us.
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